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1. You partition a triangle on the forehead and braid the strand. 
If you have fine hair you partition a bigger triangle –  the more 
hair you take, the better is the effect later on.  

2. You do the same under the first braid. Just partition diagonally 
and braid a second plait. 

3. Basically, there is only one step you do again and again now. 
You partition the upper plait in two equally thick strands, put 
the lower plait up and clamp it on the other side. 

4. After that, you gather the partitioned strands and fix them 
with a hair tie. 

5. Release the clamped plait, partition it, put the lower plait 
through it and fix it above. Braid the partitioned strand to a 
new plait. Repeat a few times, as needed.

6. Pluck the individual plait parts a little bit with the fingers. 
This way, the plait looks more voluminous and gets a great 3D 
effect. It’s okay if it looks a little messy. 
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1. Start by combing a side or a middle parting. Then work your 
way from the front to the back on the side of our choosing. 
Grab the fringe and partition three strands. You should keep 
in mind that the strands should not be too fine.

2. Start with French braiding, as usual. Put the upper strand in 
the middle, then put the lower strand in the middle.

3. Here is the special feature. From now on, you put the upper 
strand in the middle, as usual, but drop the lower strand, take 
a new strand from the hair under it and put it in the middle. 
This way, the plait gets its typical waterfall structure.

4. When you reach the middle you can fix the strands with a 
small hair tie or screw it in and clamp it, as you can see here.

5. If you like, you can do the same on the other half of your head 
to work out the waterfall look on both sides.

6. The braided plait surrounds the head flowingly which is why 
this hairdo is called waterfall. It can be worn with straight and 
wavy hair.

a comb

two small hair ties
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1. Comb a side parting and clamp the hair of the side with less 
hair on the back of the head.

2. Start on the side with more hair. Partition a big strand 
diagonally on the upper side and divide it into two halves.

3. Cross the strands by putting the front strand over the back 
strand.

4. Integrate the top hair. You use the front strand for this. Add 
the hair from the hairline and the top hair and put it over 
the back strand again. Repeat to the back of the head until 
you reach the ear.

5. Screw in both strands in opposite directions. You easily 
notice if you use the wrong direction because then no cord 
results but the strands dissolve.

6. Cross both screwed-in strands, always the front strand over 
the back strand. Watch out for the top hair that you clamped 
in your direction and put it into the front strand before 
every crossing. So you always integrate the top hair into the 
strands.

7. If necessary, you can loosen individual hair loops to give the 
plait some extra volume.  

8. Finish: Tie the plait with a transparent hair tie. You can tie a 
bow with the satin tape, if necessary.

a hair tie
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a comb
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